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Abstract

This paper provides an overview of the constraint techniques for solving non-linear sys-
tems of equations over the real numbers. It introduces the main concepts behind the differ-
ent pruning techniques and searching strategies implemented in the most famous constraint
solvers over continuous domains.

Local consistencies are a key issue in finite domains where arc-consistency is very pop-
ular. However, in general it is not possible to achieve arc-consistency on constraint systems
over the reals. That’s why different relaxations of arc consistency have been proposed. Two
of most popular local consistency techniques in continuous domains are analysed. The very
general scheme of the filtering algorithm is also described.

On difficult problems, local consistencies are often unable to achieve any significant
pruning. This is due to the fact that the information provided by a single constraint is too
poor to reduce the domains of the variables. The characteristics and capabilities of strong
consistency filtering algorithms – which have been developed to achieve better pruning of
the domains– are explained.

Global constraints did really boost constraint techniques over finite domains. On contin-
uous domains only a few global constraints are available. This paper describes two global
constraints based more or less on dual approaches.

Finally, searching strategies are also briefly discussed and some pointers to successful
applications are provided.
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1 Introduction

Many applications in engineering sciences re-
quire finding all isolated solutions to systems
of constraints over real numbers. Sometimes
the best solution is also expected, that is to say
the user wants to minimize an objective func-
tion under nonlinear equalities and inequali-
ties.

These systems may be non-polynomial and
are difficult to solve: the inherent computa-
tional complexity is NP-hard and numerical
issues are critical in practice (it is far from be-
ing obvious to guarantee correctness and com-
pleteness as well as to ensure termination). Re-
cently, these systems have been approached by
constraint satisfaction methods (e.g., [27, 5,
10, 48, 7]). Of particular interest is the math-
ematical and programming simplicity of this
approach: the general framework is a branch
and prune algorithm that only requires spec-
ifying the constraints and the initial range of
the variables.

This paper provides an overview of the dif-
ferent pruning techniques and searching strate-
gies implemented in the most famous solvers
(e.g., Numerica [48]), RealPaver 1, ILOG
Solver [16], QuadSolver [23, 22].

Since all these solvers are based on inter-
val techniques, we first recall the basics on
interval arithmetic and interval analysis meth-
ods. Then, we introduce the overall constraint
programming framework. Different local con-
sistency filtering techniques are introduced.
Stronger consistencies and global constraints
are also investigated. Finally, searching strate-
gies are also briefly addressed.

1See http://www.sciences.univ-nantes.fr/info/perso/
permanents/granvil/realpaver/main.html

2 Basics

2.1 Notations and definitions

This paper focuses on CSP2 where the domains
are intervals and the constraints are n-ary re-
lations over the reals. cj(x1, . . . , xn) denotes
a constraint over the real number whereas C
stands for the set of constraints.

x denotes the domain of variable x, that
is to say, the set of allowed values for x. D
stands for the set of domains of all the vari-
ables of the considered constraint system. IR
denotes the set of real numbers whereas IF
stands for the set of floating point numbers
used in the implementation of nonlinear con-
straint solvers; if a is a constant in IF , a+ (resp.
a−) corresponds to the smallest (resp. largest)
number of IF strictly greater (resp. lower) than
a.

x = [x, x] is defined as the set of real num-
bers x verifying x ≤ x ≤ x. x, y denote real
variables, X, Y denote vectors whereas X,Y
denote interval vectors. The width w(x) of an
interval x is the quantity x − x while the mid-
point m(x) of the interval x is (x + x)/2. A
point interval x is obtained if x = x. A box
is a set of intervals: its width is defined as the
largest width of its interval members, while its
center is defined as the point whose coordi-
nates is the midpoint of the ranges. IIIRn de-
notes the set of boxes and is ordered by set in-
clusion. �S denotes the smallest interval con-
taining all values of set S.

2.2 Interval arithmetic

The interval arithmetic framework has been
introduced by Moore [31]. It is based on the
representation of the domains of the variables
as intervals. Moore introduced also the con-

2CSP stands for Constraint Satisfaction Problem



cept of natural interval extension: the natural
interval extension of an expression e is defined
by replacing all the mathematical operators in
e by their interval equivalents to obtain E. The
interval equivalents of the basic mathematical
operators are :

• [a, b] 	 [c, d] = [a − d, b − c]

• [a, b] ⊕ [c, d] = [a + c, b + d]

• [a, b] ⊗ [c, d] =
[min(ac, ad, bc, bd), max(ac, ad, bc, bd)]

• [a, b] � [c, d] =
[min(a

c
, a

d
, b

c
, b

d
), max(a

c
, a

d
, b

c
, b

d
)]

if 0 6∈ [c, d]

Interval equivalents exist for all classical
mathematical operators. Hence interval arith-
metic allows to calculate an interval evalua-
tion for all nonlinear expressions, whether al-
gebraic or not.

Let f be a real-valued function of n un-
knowns X = (x1, . . . , xn). An interval evalu-
ation of f for given ranges X = (x1, . . . ,xn)
for the unknowns is an interval y such that
y ≤ f(X) ≤ y, for all X = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈
X = (x1, . . . ,xn). In other words y, y are
lower and upper bounds for the values of f
when the values of the unknowns are restricted
to the box X.

There are numerous ways to calculate an
interval evaluation of a function [13, 40]. The
simplest is the natural interval evaluation in
which all the mathematical operators in f are
substituted by their interval equivalents. For
example if f(x) = x+sin(x), then the natural
interval evaluation of f for x ∈ [1.1, 2] can be
calculated as follows:
f([1.1, 2]) = [1.1, 2] + sin([1.1, 2])

= [1.1, 2] + [0.8912, 1] = [1.9912, 3]
However, in general it is not possible to

compute the exact enclosure of the range for

an arbitrary function over the real numbers [20].
Thus, the actual interval extension of a func-
tion is an interval function that computes outer
approximations on the range of the function
over a domain [13, 32].

2.3 Properties and limitations of in-
terval arithmetic

Interval arithmetic has some nice properties:

• If 0 6∈ F (x), then no value exists in the
box X such that f(X) = 0, that’s to say
the equation f(X) has no root in the box
X;

• Interval arithmetic can be implemented
taking into account round-off errors;

• Interval arithmetic preserves inclusion mo-
notonicity:
Y ⊆ X ⇒ F(Y) ⊆ F(X) but interval
arithmetic is sub-distributive
X(Y + X) ⊆ XY + XZ.

The main limitation of interval arithmetic is
the over-estimation of interval functions. This
is due to two well known problems:

• the so-called wrapping effect;

• the so-called dependency problem.

The wrapping effect [31, 34] overestimates
by a unique vector the image of an interval
vector (which is in general not a vector). That
is to say, {f(x)|x ∈ x} is contained in f(x)
but is usually not equal to f(x).

The dependency problem [13] is due to the
independence of the different occurrences of
some variables during the interval evaluation
of an expression. In other words, during the
interval evaluation process there is no corre-
lation between the different occurrences of a



same variable in an equation. For instance,
consider x = [0, 10]:
x− x = [x− x, x− x] = [−10, 10] instead of
[0, 0] as one could expect. Likewise, consider
x = [0, 5], then we have:
x2 − x = [0, 25] − [0, 5] = [−5, 25] whereas
x(x − 1) = [0, 5]([0, 5] − [1, 1])

= [0, 5][−1, 4] = [−5, 20].

3 Constraint Programming

This section recalls the basics of constraint pro-
gramming techniques (see [5, 21] and Alain
Colmerauer’s tutorial3 for more details).

A numerical CSP (X ,D, C) is defined as
follows:

• X = {x1, . . . , xn} is a set of variables

• D = {x1, . . . ,xn} is a set of domains
(xi contains all acceptable values for vari-
able xi)

• C = {c1, . . . , cm} is a set of constraints

The constraint programming framework is
based on a branch and prune scheme which
was inspired by the traditional branch and bound
approach used in optimisation problems. It is
best viewed as an iteration of two steps [47]:

1. Pruning the search space;

2. Making a choice to generate two (or more)
sub-problems.

The pruning step ensures that some local
consistency holds. In other words, the prun-
ing step reduces an interval when it can prove
that the upper bound or the lower bound does
not satisfy some constraint. Roughly speak-
ing, local consistencies are relaxations of arc-
consistency[28, 30], a notion well known in
artificial intelligence.

3http://www.lif-sud.univ-mrs.fr/ colmer/

The branching step usually splits the inter-
val associated to some variable in two inter-
vals with the same width. However, the split-
ting process may generate more than two sub-
problems and one may split an interval at a
point different from its midpoint. The choice
of the variable to split is a critical issue in
difficult problems. Search techniques are ad-
dressed in section 6.

4 Consistency techniques

Local consistencies are a key issue in finite do-
mains where arc-consistency [28, 30] is very
popular. A constraint cj is arc-consistent if for
any variable xi in Xj, each value in x has a
support in the domains of all other variables
of Xj . In other words, a constraint Xj is arc-
consistent for variable x, if values exist in the
domains of all other variables such that con-
straintXj holds when x is assigned to any value
of x.

The essential observation is that local con-
sistency filtering algorithms try to reduce the
size of the domain of some variable by consid-
ering only one constraint. However, in general
it is not possible to achieve arc-consistency on
constraint systems over the reals. That’s why
different relaxations of arc consistency have
been proposed. This section introduces the
main concepts behind two of most popular lo-
cal consistency techniques in continuous do-
mains.

The very general scheme of the filtering al-
gorithms is also described.

4.1 Local consistencies [10, 21]

Informally speaking, a constraint system c sat-
isfies a local consistency property if a relax-
ation of c is consistent.



Consider x = [x, x] and some constraint
c(x, x1, . . . , xn) ∈ C, whenever c(x, x1, . . . , xn)
does not hold for any values a ∈ [x, x′], then x

may be shrinked to x = [x′, x]
Consistencies used in numerical CSP can

be categorised in two main classes:

• arc-consistency-like consistencies;

• strong consistencies.

Most of the numerical CSP systems (e.g.,
BNR-prolog [37], Interlog [8], CLP(BNR) [6],
PrologIV [11], UniCalc [4], Ilog Solver [16],
Numerica [48] and RealPaver [7]) compute an
approximation of arc-consistency [28] which
will be named ac-like-consistency in this pa-
per. An ac-like-consistency states a local prop-
erty on a constraint and on the bounds of the
domains of its variables.

The most famous ac-like consistencies are
2B–consistency and Box–consistency .

2B–consistency [27] states a local prop-
erty on the bounds of the domains of a variable
at a single constraint level. 2B–consistency 4

[9, 6, 26, 27] only requires to check the arc–
consistency property for each bound of the in-
tervals. The key point is that this relaxation is
more easily verifiable than arc–consistency it-
self.
Intuitively, constraint c is 2B–consistent if, for
any variable x, there exist values in the do-
mains of all other variables which satisfy c
when x is fixed to x or x. In other words, vari-
able x is 2B–consistent for constraint ′f(x, x1,
. . . , xn) = 0 if x (resp. x) is the smallest (resp.
largest) solution of f(x, x1, . . . , xn).

More formally, let (X ,D, C) be a CSP and
C ∈ C a k-ary constraint over (x1, . . . , xk)
C is 2B–consistency iff :
∀i,xi = �{vi | ∃v1 ∈ x1 , . . . , ∃vi−1 ∈ xi−1,

∃vi+1 ∈ xi+1, . . . , ∃vk ∈ xk such that
c(v1, . . . , vi−1, vi, vi+1 . . . , vk) holds}

4Also known as hull consistency.

A CSP is 2B–consistency iff all its con-
straints are 2B–consistent.

The filtering by 2B–consistency of P =
(X ,D, C) is the CSP P ′ = (X ,D′, C) such
that :

• P and P ′ have the same solutions;

• P ′ is 2B–consistent;

• D′ ⊆ D and the domains in D′ are the
largest ones for which P ′ is 2B–consis-
tent.

Filtering by 2B–consistency of P always ex-
ists and is unique [27], that is to say it is a
closure.

Box–consistency [5, 15] is a coarser relax-
ation (i.e., it allows less stringent pruning) of
arc–consistency than 2B–consistency . Infor-
mally speaking, variable x is box–consistent
for constraint ′′f(x, x1, . . . , xn) = 0′′ if the
bounds of the domain of x correspond to the
leftmost and the rightmost zero of the optimal
interval extension of f(x, x1, . . . , xn).
However, 2B–consistency algorithms actually
achieve a weaker filtering (i.e., a filtering that
yields bigger intervals) than Box–consistency ,
more precisely when a variable occurs more
than once in some constraint (see proposition
6 in [10]). This is due to the fact that 2B–
consistency algorithms require a decompo-
sition of the constraints with multiple occur-
rences of the same variable.

Box–consistency may be defined by re-
placing every existentially quantified variable
but one with its interval in the definition of
2B–consistency . Thus, Box–consistency gen-
erates a system of univariate interval functions
which can be tackled by numerical methods
such as interval Newton.



In contrast to 2B–consistency , Box–consis-
tency does not require any constraint decom-
position and thus does not amplify the local-
ity problem. Moreover, Box–consistency can
tackle some dependency problems when each
constraint of a CSP contains only one variable
which has multiple occurrences.

More formally, let (D, C) be a CSP and
c ∈ C a k-ary constraint over the variables
(x1, . . . , xk). c is box–consistent if, for all xi

the following relations hold :
1. c(x1, . . . ,xi−1, [xi, x

+
i ),xi+1, . . . ,xk),

2. c(x1, . . . ,xi−1, (x
−
i , xi],xi+1, . . . ,xk).

Closure by Box–consistency of P is de-
fined similarly to closure by 2B–consistency
of P .

Benhamou et al. have introduced BC4 [7],
an ac-like-consistency that merges 2B–consis-
tency and Box–consistency and which opti-
mises the computation process.

4.2 Filtering algorithms

Local consistencies are conditions that filter-
ing algorithms must enforce. A filtering al-
gorithm can be seen as a fixed point algorithm
defined by the sequence {Dk} of domains gen-
erated by the iterative application of an opera-
tor Op : IIIRn −→ IIIRn (see Figure 1).

Dk =

{

D if k = 0
Op(Dk−1) if k > 0

Figure 1: Filtering algorithms as fixed point
algorithms

The operator Op of a filtering algorithm
generally satisfies the following three proper-
ties:

• Op(D) ⊆ D (contractance)

• Op is conservative; that is, it cannot re-
move any solution.

• D′ ⊆ D ⇒ Op(D′) ⊆ Op(D) (mono-
tonicity)

Under those conditions, the limit of the se-
quence {Dk}, which corresponds to the great-
est fixed point of the operator Op, exists and
is called a closure. A fixed point for Op may
be characterised by a lc-consistency property,
called a local consistency. The algorithm achiev-
ing filtering by lc-consistency is denoted lc-
filtering. A CSP is said to be lc-satisfiable if
lc-filtering of this CSP does not produce an
empty domain.

Algorithms that achieve a local consistency
filtering are based upon projection functions.
To compute the projection πj,i of the constraint
cj on the variable xi, we need to introduce the
concept of solution function. Solution func-
tions express the variable xi in terms of the
other variables of the constraint. The solution
functions of x + y = z are:
fx = z − y, fy = z − x, fz = x + y

Assume a solution function is known that
expresses the variable xi in terms of the other
variables of the constraint. Thus, an approxi-
mation of the projection of the constraint over
xi given a domain xi can be computed with
any interval extension of this solution func-
tion. So, we have a way to compute πj,i.

For complex constraints, no analytic solu-
tion function may exist. For instance, consider
x + log(x) = 0.

The interest of numerical methods presented
in this paper is precisely for those constraints
that cannot be solved algebraically. Three main
approaches have been proposed.

The first one exploits the fact that analytic
functions always exist when the variable to ex-
press in terms of the others appears only one
time in the constraint. This approach simply



considers that each occurrence of a variable is
a different new variable. In the previous ex-
ample this would give: x(1) + log(x(2)) = 0.
That way, it is trivial to compute a solution
function: it suffices to know the inverse of
basic operators. In our example, we obtain
fx(1)

= − log(x(2)) and fx(2)
= exp−x(1) .

An approximation of the projection of the con-
straint over xi can be computed by intersecting
the natural interval extensions of the solution
functions for all occurrences of xi in cj . For
the last example, we could take:
πx+log(x)=0,x = − log(x) ∩ exp−x.
This approach is used to achieve 2B–consis-
tency filtering. In general, the initial con-
straints are decomposed into primitive constraints
–for which the approximation of the projec-
tion functions are easy to compute– by intro-
ducing new variables. Decomposition does not
change the semantics of the initial constraints
system : the initial system and the decom-
posed one do have the same solutions. How-
ever, a local consistency like 2B–consistency is
not preserved by such a rewriting. Indeed,
the decomposition amplifies the dependency
problem, and thus, yields a weaker filtering
(see [10] for a detailed discussion of this point).

The second approach uses the Taylor ex-
tension to transform the constraint into an in-
terval linear constraint. The non-linear equa-
tion f(X) = 0 becomes

f(c) +

n
∑

i=1

nat(
∂f

∂xi

)(X) ∗ (Xi − ci) = 0

where c = m(X). Now consider that the deriva-
tives are evaluated over a box D that contains
X . D is considered as constant, and let c =
m(D). The equation becomes:

f(c) +

n
∑

i=1

nat(
∂f

∂xi

)(D) ∗ (Xi − ci) = 0

This is an interval linear equation in X , which

does not contain multiple occurrences. The
solution functions could be extracted easily.
However, instead of computing the solution
functions of the constraint without taking into
account the other constraints, we may prefer
to group together several linear equations in a
squared system. Solving the squared interval
linear system allows much more precise ap-
proximations of projections to be computed.

A third approach [5] does not use any ana-
lytical solution function. Instead, it transforms
the constraint cj(xj1, ...xjk

) into k mono-variable
constraints cj,l, l = 1 . . . k. The mono-varia-
ble constraint cj,l on variable xjl

is obtained by
substituting their intervals for the other vari-
ables. The projection πj,jl

is computed thanks
to cj,l. The smallest zero of cj,l in the inter-
val under consideration is a lower bound for
the projection of cj over xjl

. And the greatest
zero of cj,l is an upper bound for that projec-
tion. Hence, an interval with those two zeros
as bounds gives an approximation of the pro-
jection. Projection functions computed in that
way are called πbox.

This approach is well adapted for Box–
consistency filtering : in [5], the two extremal
zeros of cj,l are found by a dichotomy algo-
rithm combined with a mono-variable version
of the interval Newton method.

4.3 Strong consistencies

On difficult problems local consistencies are
often unable to achieve any significant prun-
ing. This is due to the fact that the information
provided by a single constraint is too poor to
reduce the domains of the variables.

The scope of strong consistency filtering
algorithms is not restricted to a single con-
straint, and thus, they are no more strictly local
consistencies. Strong consistency filtering al-
gorithms can achieve very impressive filtering
on some variables of difficult problems, but



Figure 2: 3B–consistency filtering process

they may also be very time consuming. So, the
challenge is to find a good trade-off between
the efficiency of the filtering process and its
cost.

3B–consistency [27] checks whether 2B–
consistency can be enforced when the domain
of a variable is reduced to the value of one
of its bounds in the whole system. Bound-
consistency[39] is similar to 3B–consistency
but it is based on Box–consistency.

More formally, let (X ,D, C) be a CSP and
x a variable of X with x = [a, b]. Let also:

• Px1←[a,a+) be the CSP derived from P
by substituting x in D with x1 = [a, a+)

• Px2←(b−,b] be the CSP derived from P
by substituting x in D with x2 = (b−, b]

X is 3B–consistent iff Φ2B(Px←[x,x+)) 6= P∅
and Φ2B(Px←(x−,x]) 6= P∅.

The filtering process is based on a kind of
refutation algorithm. The point is that this al-
gorithm tries to prove that no solution can ex-
ist on some subpart of the domain. However,
the only subparts “on the bounds” of the do-
mains are investigated so that the resulting do-
mains remain single intervals.

For instance, let (X ,D, C) be a CSP and
x = [a, b], if Φ2B(P

x←[a, a+b

2
]) = ∅

• then the part [a, a+b
2

) of x will be re-
moved and the filtering process contin-
ues on the interval [a+b

2
, b]

• otherwise, the filtering process contin-
ues on the interval [a, 3a+b

4
].

This process is depicted in fig 2.

5 Global constraints

The drawback of local consistencies like 2B–
consistency and Box–consistency comes from
the fact that the constraints are handled inde-
pendently and in a blind way. 3B–consistency
and Bound-consistency are partial consisten-
cies that can achieve a better pruning since
they are “less local” [10]. However, they may
require numerous splitting steps to find the so-
lutions of a system of nonlinear constraints;
so, they may become rather slow.

Global constraints did really boost constraint
techniques over finite domains. On continu-
ous domains only few global constraints are
available. In this section we briefly describe
two global constraints based more or less on
dual approaches.

5.1 A syntactical approach based
on linear approximations

Classical local consistencies do not exploit the
semantic of quadratic terms; that’s to say, these
approaches do not take advantage of the very
specific properties of quadratic constraints to
reduce the domains of the variables. Linear
programming techniques [18, 45, 1] do cap-
ture most of the semantic of quadratic terms
(e.g., convex and concave envelopes of these
particular terms). In [23, 24], the authors did
introduce a global filtering algorithm (named
Quad) for handling systems of quadratic equa-
tions and inequalities over the real numbers.



The Quad-algorithm computes convex and con-
cave envelopes of bilinear terms xy as well as
concave envelopes and convex underestima-
tions for square terms x2.

More precisely, since every nonlinear term
can be rewritten as sums of products of uni-
variate terms, Quad introduces relaxations for
handling the following terms:

• power term xn

• product of variables x1x2...xn

• univariate term f(x)

The Quad-algorithm is used as a global
filtering algorithm in a branch and prune ap-
proach [47].

So, Quad is a global constraint that works
on a tight and safe linear relaxation of non-
linear terms.
This relaxation is adapted from a classical lin-
earization method, the “Reformulation-Linea-
rization Technique (RLT)” [45, 44]. The global
filtering algorithm is based on an iterative pro-
cess.
First, the Simplex algorithm is used to narrow
the domain of each variable with respect to the
subset of the linear set of constraints generated
by the relaxation process.
Then, the coefficients of these linear constraints
are updated with the new values of the bounds
of the domains and the process is restarted un-
til no more significant reduction can be done.

The use of the Simplex in the filtering pro-
cess is a critical issue: (1) The coefficients of
the generated linear constraints are real num-
bers. However, when they are computed on
floating point numbers the whole linearization
may be incorrect due to rounding errors; (2)
Most linear programming solvers are imple-
mented with floating point numbers that re-
quire rounding operations, and thus, are un-
safe.

Quad provides a safe procedure to han-
dle these two problems, and thus to prevent
the linearization process and the Simplex al-
gorithm from removing any solution.
The linearization process first decomposes each
nonlinear term in sums and products of uni-
variate terms, then, it replaces nonlinear terms
with their associated new variables.
For example, consider constraint c :
x2x3x

2
4(x6 + x7) + sin(x1)(x2x6 − x3) = 0, a

simple linearization transformation may yield
the following sets:

• [c]L = {y1 + y3 = 0, y2 = x6 +
x7, y4 = y5 − x3}

• [c]LI = {y1 = x2x3x
2
4y2,

y3 = sin(x1)y4, y5 = x2x6}.

[c]L is the set of linear constraints generated
by replacing the nonlinear terms by new vari-
ables and [c]LI denotes the set of equations
that keep the link between the new variables
and the nonlinear terms. Note that the non-
linear terms which are not directly handled by
Quad may be taken into account by a local–
filtering process.

A key issue is the introduction of a new
linear relaxation to capture the semantic of these
quadratic terms. A tight linear (convex) re-
laxation, or outer-approximation to the convex
and concave envelope of the quadratic terms
over the constrained region, is built by gener-
ating new linear inequalities.

We just detail here the linearization pro-
cess for x2.

The term x2 with x ≤ x ≤ x is approxi-
mated by the following relations:

L1(α) ≡ [(x − α)2 ≥ 0]L where α ∈ [x, x]
L2 ≡ [(x + x)x − y − xx ≥ 0]L

(1)
where [S]L denotes the set of linear constraints
generated by replacing the nonlinear terms of
S by new variables.
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Figure 3: Illustration of x2 relaxations

Inequality L1(α) trivially holds whereas
inequality L2 comes from the following valid
inequality:

0 ≤ [(x−x)(x−x)]L = −y +(x+x)x−xx

Note that [(x − α)2 = 0]L generates the
tangent line to the curve y = x2 at the point
x = α. Actually, Quad computes only L1(x)
and L1(x). Consider for instance the quadratic
term x2 with x ∈ [−4, 5]. Figure 3 displays
the initial curve (i.e., x2), and the lines cor-
responding to the equations generated by the
relaxations: L1(−4) ≡ y + 8x + 16 ≥ 0,
L1(5) ≡ y − 10x + 25 ≥ 0 , and L2 ≡
−y + x + 20 ≥ 0.

We may note that L1(x) and L1(x) are un-
derestimations of x2 whereas L2 is an over-
estimation. L2 is also the concave envelope,
which means that it is the optimal concave over-
estimation.

A combination of this filtering technique
with Box–consistency filtering algorithm has
been investigated. Experimental results on dif-
ficult problems show that a solver based on
this combination outperforms classical solvers.

5.2 An approach based on seman-
tic properties

Michael Heusch [14] did investigate a specific
class of quadratic constraints : n-ary euclidean
distance relations. distn, the global con-
straint he did introduce works on both mini-
mal and maximal distances.

The syntax of the global constraint distn
is given by :

distn([P1, . . . , Pn], d, D) (2)

where Pi = (xi, yi) is the Cartesian product of
the domains of the coordinates of some point,
d and D are symmetric non-negative matrices
of size n × n defining the minimal and maxi-
mal distance factors.
Constraint 2 holds if :

∀pi = (xi, yi) ∈ Pi, ∀j, ∃pj ∈ Pj :
dist(pi, pj) ≥ dij and

∀pi = (xi, yi) ∈ Pi, ∀j, ∃pj ∈ Pj :
dist(pi, pj) ≤ Dij .

In other words, constraint 2 holds if Pi is the
box containing the set of points pi such that
in all other boxes Pj there exists at least one
point pj at a distance greater than dij whilst
not farther than Dij.

Heusch’s approach takes advantage of the
geometrical properties of euclidean distance
constraints. That’s to say, the filtering process
is based on a set of geometrical rules. The re-
sulting filtering is stronger than classical local
filtering.
For instance in the example on figure 5.2 nei-
ther 2B–consistency nor Box–consistency can
achieve any filtering. The geometricalrules used
in distn will remove part of the domain of
box A above the doted line.

The filtering agorithm he did propose actu-
ally generalise a circle packing algorithm pro-
posed in [29].

In [2] the authors did also introduce a new
pruning technique based on a decomposition



Figure 4: Geometrical reasoning in distn

of domain which is guided by the semantical
properties of the constraints but their approach
is not restricted to distance constraints.

6 Searching

Classical techniques for solving numerical CSP
are based on a branch and prune algorithm.
The pruning step is based on local consistency
techniques such as 2B–consistency or Box–
consistency . Sophisticated splitting strategies
have been developed for finite domains but few
results [19] are available for continuous do-
mains. Roughly speaking, the standard search
process is based on classical bisection tech-
niques. In other words, the general solving
scheme consist in a dichotomic enumeration
interleaved with a local consistency filtering.
More precisely, given a box X = (x1, . . . , xn),
the search selects a splitting direction k and
splits the interval xk in its middle m(xk). Then,
the two generated subproblems are solved.

Chronological backtracking is often used
to handle the two corresponding CSP. How-
ever, more sophisticated strategies may also
be used. For instance, a dynamic backtracking
strategy for solving numerical CSP has been
introduced by [17]. The authors replace the
chronological backtracking by a non destruc-
tive backtracking technique.

Selecting the splitting direction is usually
made by the Round Robin method (RR) : the
domains of the variables are processed alter-
natively; this method is considered as the most
efficient in average. Other domain selection
strategies use syntactic or semantic informa-
tion. The Largest First (LF) strategy –called
geometric splitting [41]– consists in selecting
the domain of maximal width. The Maximal
Smear (MS) strategy has been introduced by
[13] for interval newton methods. The selected
domain maximizes the smear function5. Infor-
mally speaking, MS identifies the variable the
projection of which has the strongest slope.

In [3], the authors introduce a new search
strategy based on the distribution of the solu-
tions within the domains. This search strategy
takes advantage of the gaps that are computed
during the filtering process for the domain of
each variable, i.e. a set of disjoint intervals
that do not contain any solution of the CSP.

These gaps provide very useful informa-
tion for the selection of the domain to split as
well as for choosing the point where the se-
lected domain has to be split. Different heuris-
tics that exploits these informations may be
used, for instance some heuristics based on the
width of the identified gaps. If no gap has been
found, then bisection is used in combination
with a classical domain selection strategy.

7 Conclusion

This paper did provide an overview of the con-
straint techniques for solving non-linear sys-
tems of equations over the real numbers. These

5The smear function of xk is :

sk = max
1≤j≤m

{max{|J i,j |, |J i,j |}w(xi)},

where Ji,j = [J i,j , J i,j ] is the (i, j)-th entry of the in-
terval extension of the jacobian matrix of the system



methods have shown their ability to locate (and
often to prove the existence) of isolated so-
lutions in a safe and rigorous way. Perfor-
mances on difficult benchmarks can be found
in [47, 39, 22].

Numerous benchmarks and successful ap-
plications on various areas can also be found
on the following website:
http://www-sop.inria.fr/coprin/logiciels/ALIAS/Ben
ches/benches.html.

A new challenge concerns the optimiza-
tion problems. Efficient solvers for optimiza-
tion problems are based on linear relaxations
[43]. However, the latter are unsafe, and thus
may overestimate, or worst, underestimate the
very global minima. Interval methods and con-
straint techniques have recently been used to
tackle optimization problems. First experimen-
tal results on global optimization problems can
be found on the following web site:
http://www.mat.univie.ac.at/ neum/glopt/test.html.
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